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According to the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE) 2016
Global Fraud Study, it is estimated that fraud costs organizations 5% of
total revenue. The median loss for a sample of 1,038 US companies that
experienced losses was $120,000, an amount that can devastate a small
business. Eighty-three percent of the losses incurred by national and
international businesses related to asset misappropriation, which will be
covered in this brochure, ranging from theft of cash on hand and receipts,
fraudulent disbursements and misuse and theft of inventory, supplies or
other assets. Overall the study found that small businesses were less
likely to implement anti-fraud controls than large corporations. This is
problematic because these controls typically reduce the duration of the
theft and size of the loss.
Prevention should be directed to all positions in the organization. Crime
related to managers and executives tends to be more costly and longer
in duration. Funds and staffing for small businesses may be limited, so
owners must be creative in implementing internal controls and being
vigilant over the activities of employees. Business owners and managers
can create a positive work environment and still take measures to protect
the business.

Who are the perpetrators?
Checking the criminal background and references of all prospective
employees is always an important step in prevention, so that you are
aware of an employee’s history and can make an informed decision.
However, a background check is only the beginning of what needs to be
done to prevent, detect and respond to employee theft and fraud. Many
perpetrators of employee theft and fraud have not been previously arrested
or fired for this crime, whether they have never stolen from a company
before or merely have not been caught and/or convicted. In some cases,
they may have worked for a company that did not pursue prosecution to
avoid drawing negative publicity. A formerly trustworthy employee may
engage in illegal activity after years of employment. The 10-10-80 rule for
fraud states that 10% of your employees will never steal, 10% will do so
when the opportunity arises while 80% may or may not steal depending
on the set of circumstances that are in place. The 80% may commit fraud
and theft if they experience financial pressures, are able to rationalize
illicit actions and see the opportunity.

Possible signs of employee theft and fraud
Knowing your employees is one of the key measures to identify when

they are more likely to commit fraud or theft. The following signs do not
necessarily mean that someone is engaging in criminal activity, but that an
owner and/or manager may want to be more vigilant. Possible signs from
the ACFE report that an employee may be more likely to commit theft or
fraud:
• Living beyond
may include divorce
leaving last
means
or death
• Previous
• Financial difficulties
• Odd behaviors such
employment related
• Unusually close
as suspiciousness,
problems
relationship with a
defensiveness or
• Previous legal
vendor or customer
irritability
problems
• Control issues and
• Addiction issues
• Social Isolation
unwillingness to
including gambling
• Excessive
share work duties
• Signs of
pressure within the
• Wheeler-dealer
disgruntlement such
organization
attitude (someone
as complaints about
• Excessive family/
willing to use
inadequate pay
peer pressure to
dishonest means to
• Refusal to take time
achieve success
achieve ends)
off and/or regularly
• Instability in life
• Family problems that
arriving first and
circumstances

Prevention and detection
Code of Conduct and Training

Perform inventory counts
periodically and reconcile the
amounts with your accounting
records. Determine if there are
losses and what products are
being taken. Inventory counts can
reveal internal theft or shoplifting.

Every business should establish a code of conduct
for employees, managers and executives and train
them on prohibited behaviors and consequences
for violations of the code. Each employee should
review and sign off on the code of conduct every
year. Your employee orientation should include
a discussion about the code to emphasize its
importance, including examples of different actions
that constitute fraud and theft. It is recommended
to cover smaller types of thefts i.e. taking candy
from the point of sale area without paying as these
kinds of activities can sometimes be rationalized
by employees. The code of conduct should include prohibition of gifts from
vendors or customers. Consider posting a brief version of the code so that it
is visible in your shop or office as a reminder.
The company should adopt a zero-tolerance policy for violations regardless
of the position. When an employee engages in illegal activity, the company
should be committed to filing charges with the police and pursuing
prosecution. Many businesses are concerned that prosecuting an employee
will result in negative publicity for the company. However, this kind of crime
is common and reporting it can deter further illegal acts.
Top down ethics
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Ethics are transmitted from the top positions of the company to line and
office workers. Employees take note of what is acceptable and prohibited by
the attitudes and actions that are demonstrated by owners, executives and
managers. For example, managers who take liberties with their work hours
and expense reports and focus on personal business while on the clock
establish a negative culture within their organization. Owners, executives
and managers should set an example for other employees by following the

code of conduct and avoiding actions that appear to be
unethical.
Knowing your employees
Knowing and keeping tabs on your employees throughout
their employment are important prevention measures
that begins with background checks. Trust your instincts
if something feels off about your employee’s attitude or
performance. During this time, you may need to be more
observant over their activities. You may choose to sit
down to talk to an employee who is exhibiting changes in
behavior to find out what is going on. It may be difficult to
be vigilant when an employee is going through a difficult
time. Managers will need to balance listening and being
supportive with paying attention to any behaviors that
indicate problems.
When owners and managers are experiencing their own
difficulties with life that naturally distract their focus, this
can create opportunities for theft and fraud. Asking for
back up from other managers and employees can shore
up vulnerabilities.
Morale
Employees often rationalize bad behavior when their overall morale is low.
They may not consider themselves thieves when they steal merchandise
or supplies if they feel slighted by management or the owners. They may
rationalize that it is okay to clock in less hours than they are paid for if they
do not think that hard work translates into praise or compensation. They may
see that other employees who are less dedicated or cheating the system
are given more credit, attention and pay than they deserve. Morale matters.
Create an environment that reinforces hard work, integrity and innovation.
Timely discipline employees who do not meet the standards established by
the business.

Get to know your employees. Pay
attention to new and seasonal
employees who may not be loyal
to the company.

Be careful about fraternizing with employees. This often creates disparities
in the way employees are treated. There are times when employees who
are friends with their managers commit theft or fraud. They may use that
relationship to manipulate the boss and avoid detection; after all, it is more
difficult to suspect and investigate someone who is considered a friend.
Additionally, It will also be more intimidating for staff to report fraud if they are
concerned about reporting an employee who is friends with their supervisor.
Reporting
A significant percentage of theft is revealed through information shared by
employees. These tips may be especially important if an employee colludes
with other employees, customers or vendors, since their trail may be
obfuscated. Your business should develop a system that allows employees
to report concerns with the option of submitting them anonymously. All tips
should be investigated. Just being aware of the problem is the first step.
Train employees how to report and who they should turn to in the event that
they witness problematic activity. Great lengths should be taken to ensure
that the confidentiality of employees is maintained and that their position at
your company is protected. Consider providing a gift card or other incentive
to employees who report fraud.
Vacations and cross-training
Most employees who steal from a company are protective and even defensive
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over their work. This attitude can be effective in keeping other employees
at bay. Encourage your employees to take vacation and review their work
while they are gone. Cross-train your employees and switch up roles where
possible. Proper separation of duties is also effective in curbing theft.
Periodic inventory counts
If you regularly track your inventory, you can determine if your business is losing
money to theft. Input all inventory purchases into your inventory management
system and physically tag each item. Periodically conduct inventory counts
and reconcile the result with the inventory on hand that is reflected in your
records. If there is shrinkage (losses), determine what products are missing.
This may reveal what items are being shoplifted or stolen by employees and
can help you focus your efforts on problem solving. You may need to conduct
more frequent counts if there are significant losses or if losses are increasing
over time.
Additionally, tag and track your assets i.e. laptops, tablets, computers,
monitors and other equipment. Periodically inventory these items as well.
Develop an expectation for how much you should spend on supplies and
investigate if there are increased costs for any given
month.
Surveillance and monitoring

At a minimum, install cameras
over areas where employees
handle cash and valuables.

Camera surveillance is an important way to detect
theft. Install cameras at angles that reveal cashier
activities and place near safes, inventory and other
valuables in the store. Install cameras near entrances
and exits. If your employee is exhibiting odd behavior,
you may review video footage to see if there are any
issues before having a discussion. Randomly audit
your employees to determine if there are problems.
If there is any cash or inventory missing after a shift,
immediately review camera footage. Because you
may not identify theft immediately, maintain a least
a month of video footage. Please see our brochure
“Considerations for Commercial Security Systems” at
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/oni/article/585871.
Separation (segregation) of Duties
Separation of duties is an effective internal control that reduces vulnerabilities
to fraud by segregating tasks in a financial process to different employees.
People in charge of handling assets such as cash and inventory should
not be in charge of maintaining and/or reconciling records on those assets.
For example, if one employee opens the mail, records cash and check
receipts, deposits the funds in the bank and reconciles the bank statement,
that person can steal funds without immediate detection. Based on available
resources, a company may reassign opening the mail to the receptionist who
records the deposits on a cash deposit slip while another employee inputs
the receipts into the accounting system. Owners and managers should open
and review bank and company credit card statements on a timely basis.
There are many accounting tasks that should be segregated such as :
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• Requiring the owner to sign checks prepared by the accountant. Items
over a certain dollar amount may require two signatures.
• Having managers review and authorize employee expense
reimbursement requests that must include original receipts.

• Separating shipping and receiving from record-keeping
functions.
• Sending bank and credit card statements directly to
owners who will review them. It is preferable for them to
reconcile these accounts.
When it comes to retail stores, one employee should be
responsible for one till at a time. That way if there is a
discrepancy between the register tape and cash and credit
receipts, there is no confusion about who is responsible
for the difference. The manager provides the cash in the
till that is counted by the cashier. The manager should
authorize voids and refunds. The till should be reconciled
in front of the cashier in case there are discrepancies.
Both the cashier and manager should sign off on the
reconciliation.
Review your accounting records
On a monthly basis, review the accounting records of your company. Does
the balance sheet and profit and loss statement tie out to the supporting
subledgers and detailed supporting documents? Scan the reports to
determine if there are any odd or recurring accounting entries. Thoroughly
review the bank statement each month including examining check payments
and tie out deposits to deposit slips.

Pay attention to what is happening
around the cash register. If
the till is open between sales
transactions, this may indicate
problems. Employees should lock
up their bags and keep them
away from the register. Check
around the register to ensure that
no cash is being stored in the
area.

Surprise audits
When management randomly conducts reviews, this element of surprise
keeps employees honest. For example, instead of waiting until the end of
the shift, reconcile an employee’s cash drawer mid-shift and check around
the register to see if cash is stashed around the area. Offenders sometimes
overcharge customers and will take out the cash later in their shift. Another
example of a surprise audit is hiring an independent auditor to conduct a
review of the accounting books. There may be one area of your books that
you want the auditor to investigate.
Other
Other steps you can take to prevent fraud:
• Subject seasonal employees to the same background check as full-time
employees. Do not circumvent these standards for the convenience of
hiring someone immediately.
• Be observant over the activities of seasonal and new employees. They
may not initially be loyal to your company. Some seasonal employees
have rationalized theft since they expected to be unemployed after
their contract was complete. Develop a policy where new and seasonal
employees cannot work a shift alone during the initial phases of
employment.
• Take customer or vendor complaints about overcharges, billing or
payment errors seriously. They may reflect an honest mistake or a
pattern of fraud.
• Require your employees to lock up their bags in a separate location
from the cash register or the floor. This will ensure that they cannot hide
inventory or cash in their bags.
• Lock up checks, keys, company credit cards, petty cash and other items
that are vulnerable.
• Carefully consider which staff members should have access to
alarm codes, safes and keys. Do not make a decision solely out of
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SI usted necesita los
servicios del Programa De
Prevención Del Crimen en
español, por favor llame al
(503) 823-4000.

convenience.
• Review surveillance footage and question cashiers who leave the till door
open between transactions.
• Adopt a policy that employees cannot ring up transactions for
themselves, friends or families. Employees violating this policy will be
disciplined and/or terminated.
• Consider investing in point-of-sale software designed to identify potential fraud.
• Have more than one person present when receiving high-dollar item
inventory.
• Periodically inspect back exit areas to ensure that inventory or other
items are not stored there. Sometimes employees will toss something in
the trash to retrieve later.
• Require invoices and back up documentation to accompany checks and
other payments.
• Make sure that contractors and the cleaning company that you use
background checks employees and periodically review your surveillance
footage. Ideally their employees are bonded. You may check inventory as
well.
• Immediately investigate your accounting books if you become aware that
checks are bouncing.
• Budget revenues and expenses as a benchmark for current activity.
Investigate why figures may be off from projections.
• Consider adding crime coverage to your insurance plan. Explore the
options including taking out fidelity bonds on your employees.

What to do if you suspect theft or fraud
If you suspect fraud or theft, use your discretion and take measures to
determine what is going on. If you have discovered evidence of fraud,
promptly fire the employee and call the police. Do not allow the employee
to use their work computer or take anything from the company. If they need
to collect their personal belongings, supervise their actions. You want to
make sure that they do not take any evidence with them that you can use
to investigate the fraud after they leave the premises. Ask for keys to be
returned and change the locks to all of the external doors. Immediately
change passwords to the employee’s computer, any shared login accounts
and the alarm system.
Ask the police what you need to do to help them prepare a case. You may
consider hiring a Certified Public Accountant (CPA) who specializes in fraud
or a Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE) for help. There may be some tasks
that you can do to prepare the necessary paperwork for the police and the
District Attorney’s office as well as the CPA or CFE.
——
Employee theft can devastate a small business. Do what you can to ensure
that there are policies and internal controls in place to help prevent and
detect this crime.

City of Portland’s Crime Prevention Program
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The Crime Prevention Program provides prevention advice,
organizes and trains Portland residents and businesses on crime
issues. To connect with a Crime Prevention Program Coordinator
in your Portland neighborhood, call 503-823-4064, email onicpa@
portlandoregon.gov or visit www.portlandoregon.gov/oni/cp.

